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Happens to June 13, 2010, Bandarawela, Sri Lanka at the direction of LTTE. A highly respected Sri
Lankan reporter, he is following the news on the front lines and the situation of the Sri Lankan army
in the war. Near the town he sees in the sky the air raid and hears the explosion. Then suddenly he
sees a bomb falls from the sky. When the bomb lands in the feet of the journalist, the dead body of
a young girl was there. The journalist tries to find out what happened, where the bomb came from
and why he was killed. Plot Summary:M.A.K.U. has invited all the world cinema stars for a family

get-together during the Christmas season at a private island in the Pacific Ocean. The film stars
Kate Winslet, Meryl Streep, Angelina Jolie and more along with the great and famous family of
Walt Disney. But after the arrival of the guests to the island, they are attacked by a mysterious
creature that is equipped with advanced high tech weapons, then the true meaning of the get-

together of the film stars begins to unfold. Plot Summary:In a strange and fantastical land, the son
of a demon-eater and an exiled angel lead a new revolt against their oppressive rulers. Vampires,
demons, magicians, wizards, monsters, and an army of supernatural creatures battle to overthrow

their kingdom and take over the world. Plot Summary:An ancient force is awakened when a baby is
left on the doorstep of a Greek neighborhood.The boy grows up to become a young man who has
the uncanny power to draw people to him, often the wrong people.He falls in love with a girl and
learns that her ex-boyfriend, a drug dealer, wants him dead.They escape from him but are trapped

inside a subway station, where he unleashes his powers.The boy locks them in and lets them go. In a
cat-and-mouse game of survival they begin to unravel his background. Plot Summary:In the year
2,290, mankind's Earth colony ship, the Nostromo, which has been sent out from Earth toward a
distant colony planet on Tau Ceti, sets course for Tau Ceti so that two human space travelers can

experience the planet. Plot Summary:With horrific results, extraterrestrials from the distant planet
Acheron have caused their getaway ship to crash-land into the nearby town of Barnard
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October 5, 2018 - a film about how a mysterious stranger is in a remote mansion on top of a hill emerges from a nighttime
thunderstorm seeking shelter with the Whipley family. This is a journey through the maze, and only the most resilient and strong
can handle it. I don't think this movie is a horror movie, but I think it's a good movie that if you have any anxiety about going to

the cinema tonight - you'll want to go through with it. fffad4f19a
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